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decimal Direct Release Notes

decimal Direct is a website application designed to allow .decimal
customers to upload, order, and view the progress of their orders during
fabrication and delivery of patient specific medical devices for radiation

therapy.

This page is intended to provide customers with the release notes for the newest and current version of
decimal Direct and to provide an outline of what new features have been added.

decimal Direct 11.10.3

Nov 10, 2023

What's New

Website login timeout updated to 10 hours
Shipping estimate update emails are now only sent to the one who placed the order
Shipping estimate updates no longer say “Delay” since parts may be shipping early

decimal Direct 11.10.2

Aug 22, 2023

What's New

Added logging to all p.d routes.
Improved logging format.
Added an alert email for shipping delays.
Updated the admin sites page to show if a site has auth0 users.
Limit .decimal managed permissions to employees with admin access only.

Bug Fixes

Added better error messages for invalid tokens.

decimal Direct 11.10.1

Nov 30, 2022

What's New

https://apps.dotdecimal.com/lib/exe/detail.php?id=direct%3Adirect_versions&media=logo.png
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Device Drawings for Electron Modulators parts can now be viewed in the Status page.
Shipping estimates now account for holidays.
Minor Visual Improvements.

Bug Fixes

Similar parts with different material types are no longer considered duplicates.
Fixed errors for some invalid credentials.

decimal Direct 11.10.0

Oct 06, 2022

What's New

Site Managers can now set email notifications for all orders placed for a site.
The user guide has been moved from within Direct to the .decimal Apps User Guide Wiki for easier
linking and integration with other application user guides.

Bug Fixes

Fixed a bug where the shipping estimate for an order report with multiple jobs was sometimes
wrong.
The Order page no longer allows invalid file types to be uploaded.
Miscellaneous bug fixes.

decimal Direct 11.9.1

July 26, 2022

What's New

Adds validation for US and Canada zip-codes when adding or editing an address in the site
management page.

Bug Fixes

Fixed a bug when redirected to Direct from an external application, order reports would require
logging in again.

https://apps.dotdecimal.com/doku.php?id=direct:userguide#site_wide_email_notifications
https://apps.dotdecimal.com/doku.php?id=direct:userguide
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decimal Direct 11.9.0

May 25, 2022

What's New

Site Management (Non-Legacy Accounts Only):
Managers can re-send account notification emails to invited users if the original email
notification is lost or expired

Fig. 1: Resend Invite
Managers can force MFA for all users within an entire site. Users will be required to set up
MFA the next time they login and will be unable to disable their MFA while this option is
toggled on.

Fig. 2: Force MFA
Adds App Based permissions for the decimal eRT application. This tab will not be used for sites that
do not use the decimal eRT application.
Adds a new Shipping Estimate Calculator so users can simulate an order and get an estimate when
it will ship
Added notifications and alerts and dynamic News page banner

Bug Fixes

None

https://apps.dotdecimal.com/doku.php?id=electronrt:electronrt
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